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Consider receiving a report on the Fleet Replacement Plan update

BACKG ROUND/RATIONALE

Staff previously presented a fleet replacement plan to the Board based on an analysis of
ridership trends through 2015(Staff Report 15-232). The report recommended maintaining the
current fleet size of small transit vehicles and 30-foot coaches, expanding the number of 40-
foot coaches by 15 vehicles based on available yard capacity, maintaining the number of large
capacity commuter buses(MClor equivalent), and purchasing up to 20 double decker coaches.

This report updates those recommendations based on recent ridership figures but does not
recommend major changes to the fleet replacement plan. As discussed below, due to recent
declines in ridership, the recent figures suggest the District could deploy smaller capacity
vehicles and still handle loads. However, because coaches have a 12 year service life, staff
recommends maintaining a fleet mix of higher capacity vehicles to anticipate a ridership
rebound.

For most of the past decade and a half, unlinked passenger trips and vehicle revenue hours
tracked closely (Figure 1). The two major exceptions came during the economic downturns of
the early 2000s and 2008, when transit was over supplied relatively to demand. Generally, a
poor economy means fewer jobs and less travel demand. After each of these periods, ridership
and service hours (as well as service miles) rose and fell in lock step again. The District was in
charge of its own destiny- service was consumed at the rate it was supplied.

In 2014, another period of oversupply relative to demand began as the District increased
revenue hours but passenger trips declined. In addition, revenue miles increased less relative to
service hours. This is due to increasingly congested roadways, as well as extra time added to
schedules to satisfy contractual layover requirements. What makes this period different from
those prior is that by most measures the economy is at fullemployment. The sagging demand
could be explained by the rise of ride-hailing companies like Uber and Lyft, slower transit
speeds, low fuel prices, the changing nature of work and commute patterns, or a combination
of factors.
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Figure 1: AC Transit Service Supply and Consumption (2002-Present, National Transit Database)
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The data revealthat ridership is down about 20% since January 2002 and 6% since 2014

Staff analyzed ridership from Fal12016 to determine fleet composition needs. Staff analyzed the
ridership on every trip and block(a block is a collection of trips that a single vehicle completes).
Staff assigned an appropriately sized vehicle to each block based on the passenger demand on
that block's collection of trips. Staff calculated a confidence intervalaround the sampled mean
maximum load of every trip(the maximum load of a trip is the highest load point observed on
that trip; the mean maximum load is the average of all the observed maximum loads) and
assigned a vehicle such that a load factor of 1.0 on Transbay trips and 1.25 on localtrips would
not be expected to be exceeded with a 97.5% confidence interval. Trip level data was then
aggregated by block, with a block's vehicle assignment determined by the trip with the greatest
capacity need.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the mean maximum load of every trip, and the vehicle assigned to
every block based on the methodology described above. The vehicle assignment for each block
is shown for the trip with the highest load. As can be seen, this generally occurs between the
peak periods of 7:00 AM to 8:00 AM and 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM. Assignments that appear to
assign higher capacity vehicles than needed are due to large standard deviations in the data.

Table ltabulates the results of the analysis
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Figure 2: Mean Maximum Load and Vehicle Assignment
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Table 1: Fleet Replacement Needs

Vehicle Type Current Fleet
Mix

26-foot Cutaway 10
30-foot 90
40-foot 333
60-foot Articulated 85

40-foot Transbay 54

MCI/Commuter Bus 46
Double Decker 0
Tota 618

Fleet Replacement
Plan

10
90

344
104
77

7
15

647

Action

Maintain
Maintain

Expand

Expand

Expand
Reduce

New Fleet Class

Sma// Trans/t and 30./oot Veh/c/es: Recent decreases in ridership suggest the District could
deploy a greater number of smaller capacity vehicles. However, staff recommends maintaining
the current fleet mix of cutaway and 30-foot vehicles. Because of their capacity constraints,
these vehicles are limited to a small number of routes and will be further constrained if
ridership rebounds. The one exception is the District's Flex service, which if expanded would
require additional cutaways.

40-/oot Veh/c/es: Staff recommends maintaining current levels of 40-foot and 40-foot Transbay
vehicles. 40-foot vehicles are the District's primary fleet type. While the analysis suggests the
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District could replace 40-foot vehicles with lower capacity coaches, staff does not recommend
taking this for reasons outlined above. Besides constraining future passenger growth,
maintaining a large fleet size of a single vehicle type helps keep maintenance costs lower and
deployment more manageable. Though the recommendation is to maintain the fleet primarily
based on localservice demand, there willbe an increase in 40-foot vehicles due to refurbished

buses under Bay Bridge Forward and additional 40-footers resulting from the retirement of
MCls since the District wilmot purchase the current MCI modelvehicles going forward.

60./oot .4rt/cu/cited Veh/c/es: Staff recommends maintaining the fleet of 60-foot articulated
coaches for use on local and Transbay service. However, the current fleet replacement plan
shows an increase in articulated vehicles primarily for Transbay use, due to the retirement of
MCls, since the District wilmot purchase current MClmodelvehicles going forward.

lb4C/s/Commuter Coach: The District has seen an increase in Transbay demand that has led to
overcrowding on some routes. Staff recommends replacing the MCls with a combination of 40-
footers, 60-foot articulated and double-deckers.

Doug/e Decker Veh/c/es: The ridership analysis reveals that some loads reach a level (over 65
passengers per tripe warranting a double decker vehicle on at least 16 Transbay blocks. The
District is in the process of procuring 15 double deckers over the next 24 months.

BUDGETARY/riSCAUwpACr

There is no budgetary/fiscal Impact associated with this analysis. Staff will identify the cost of
each vehicle type through the procurement process. In addition, price estimates for vehicles
are provided by MTC through their annual bus purchase process. For Fiscal Year 2017, the
pricelist is:

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

The fleet plan above assigns vehicles based on average maximum load points and recommends
a fleet mix of higher capacity vehicles. Advantages of this assignment method and higher
capacity vehicles include:

e Increased seating capacity
e Reducing peak load factors and overcrowding
B Minimizing incidences of pass ups
e Accommodating peak demand

Vehicle Type Seats Cost

26-foot Cutaway 16 $no,ooo
30-foot 25 $484,000
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These advantages lead to increased passenger comfort, perception, and marketing image

Disadvantages of higher capacity vehicles include:
Increased dwell times

Need for longer stop lengths
Higher upfront capital costs
Higher maintenance costs
Perception of emptier buses in the off-peak

Strategies to mitigate increased dwell times include all door boarding and off-board fare
payment programs. The capital and maintenance costs of high capacity vehicles are offset by
the higher operating costs of lower capacity vehicles associated with the need to add frequency
during peak periods, as discussed below.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

In assigning vehicles based on average maximum trip loads, the fleet replacement plan
developed above addresses peak ridership need. By its nature, transportation is a peaking
problem: assigning vehicles based on midday or evening loads would truncate the capacity in
peak periods, resulting in pass-ups and deterring passengers from taking AC Transit (this has
likely happened on some Transbay routes after the District had to retire nearly half of its MCI
fleet in recent years).

Rather than deploy higher capacity vehicles at a]] times, a]ternative strategies might be to: ].)
switch fleet type throughout the day to match demand levels, 2) piece high demand trips
together in single blocks, 3) reduce frequency in off-peak periods to increase capacity
utilization, or 4) deploy lower capacity vehicles throughout the day but add frequency during
peak periods to meet demand.

The first strategy is infeasible because it would require two vehicles for every block where a
switch would occur, doubling the vehicle needs for some routes. This would require additional
operators to do reliefs, add unnecessary capital cost in the form of additional vehicles, and
strain available yard capacity. The second strategy is also infeasible as there is not enough bi-
directional passenger demand in the AC Transit service area during peak periods. The third
strategy is likely to be unpopular with the public and does not support AC Transit's efforts to
provide convenient, consistent and reliable service throughout the day.
The fourth strategy is the most feasible of the four though it is costlier. As an example, staff
costed out a scenario of deploying a fleet of 40-foot coaches on Line I instead of 60-foot
articulated coaches, and cutaways on Line 32 instead of 40-foot coaches. At a minimum, this
strategy would require one extra vehicle to handle loads during peak periods, adding a full-time
8-hour run per weekday. Staff used the fully-allocated cost per revenue hour of $209 and a
straight-line assumption to determine the annual coach capital cost based on purchase price
and service life
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Table 2a: Example Alternative Fleet Strategy(Line I)
Vehicle Type Total Platform Annual Operating

Cost (Weekday)Hours (Weekday)

Annualized

Vehicle Capital
Cost

$45,333
$73,583

Total Annual Cost

40-foot 229

221
$12,060,972
$11,639,628

$12,106,305
$11,713,211

Table 2b: Example Alternative Fleet Strategy(Line 32.

Vehicle Type Total Platform Annual Operating
Hours (Weekday) Cost (Weekday)

Annualized

Vehicle Capita
Cost

Total Annual Cost

35.5

27.5
$1,869,714
$1,448,370

$22,000
$45,333

In both cases, the cost of deploying a fleet of smaller vehicles with 8 extra service hours per
day, carries an annualcost$400,000 greater than deploying the larger vehicle. This is because
the cost of labor is the primary driver of the cost of service

PRIOR RELEVANT BOARD ACTION/POLICIES

15-232 Estimation of Fleet Replacement and Service Expansion Plan Fleet Needs

ATTACHMENTS

None
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